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“This isn’t a trend. It’s a 

mission born out of my 

passionate belief that we all 

deserve more from our 

cosmetics. We deserve to 

know that what we’re 

putting in and on our bodies 

is safe.”
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Gucci’s World
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Founder Story
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A look that is dewy, radiant, 
and healthy - effortlessy enhanced 

and never overdone.

Makeup that makes 
life simpler.

Fast. Easy. Flawless. Safe.



“Our approach isn’t based on 

trends or “natural” or “organic.” 

It’s about the safest, most 

responsible ingredients for the 

skin and the environment.”
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Our formulations are based on respecting 

and improving skin health.

We take a ‘plants first’ approach, then 

select the best treatment actives 

and ingredients that honor the skin 

without compromising on performance. 

We formulate at efficacy levels.

We surpass the highest international 

standards of cosmetic safety, including the 

EU’s list of 1400 

no-list chemicals.

We also go by “Gucci’s List”—a collective of 

banned ingredients cultivated from 

rigorous research, 

and our founder’s instincts as 

a mother, makeup artist, and champion 

of holistic living.

We work with the best labs in the world to 

set the standard for unparalleled 

performance.

Gucci has a unique relationship with our 

formulators, working alongside them to 

push the boundaries of what’s possible in 

technology, color, and texture innovation. 
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A singular experience in luxury that puts 

craftsmanship and customization at the 

heart of every formula and package.

We elevate the everyday.

Brand Pillars



Brand Pillars

Performance is paramount.

Driven by one of the world’s leading 

makeup artists, we pioneer pigments and 

textures that hold to the highest 

professional standard.
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A new standard of luxury in beauty
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“I wanted to create products 

so beautiful, they evoke an 

emotion, a feeling of 

intimacy.”





Recyclable

FSC Certified

Invercote Board
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Luxurious cream foundation that delivers fresh, 

luminous coverage infused with a skin-benefiting active 

blend of ingredients. 

Luxurious cream texture

Radiant, natural finish

Fresh, buildable coverage

Restores suppleness and flexibility to the skin

Protects from environmental pollutants

Moisture compound helps reduces the appearance of 

fine lines, and target redness and irritation

.31oz/9g $68
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Matte bronzer designed to deliver 

a just-in- from-the-beach kiss of color. 

Shimmer-free formulation leaves skin looking healthy, 

natural and authentically bronzed. Innovative pigment 

technology protects skin 

from environmental stressors.

– Ultra-milled pressed powder

– Melts on contact with skin

– Provides a skin-nourishing, sensuous glow

Naturally occurring phytosterol supports collagen 

production to help repair dry and damaged skin.

Soothes redness and blemishes while helping 

to improve circulation.

Cell protecting antioxidant guards against pollution and 

UV damage.

.28oz/8g $75
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Sculpt and define with this creamy, 

easy-to-apply contour stick. Approachable contour that 

adds subtle depth and won’t interfere with other 

makeup. 

Soothing, nourishing formula

Velvety texture melts into skin

Neutral, blendable tone 

Deeply moisturizes and provides antioxidant protection.

Absorbs excess oil for a more balanced and perfected 

complexion.

Deeply moisturizing and youth-preserving 

active ingredient

.21oz/6g $48
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“Just had a facial glow” 

This silky, translucent gel highlighter imparts skin with 

facial-fresh, radiant clarity and encourages collagen 

production. The iridescent undertone enhances natural 

skin and flatters all complexions.

– Nourishing, plumping ingredients 

– Creamy-sheer texture, soft-glossy finish

– Effortless application

Iridescent pigments create a lustrous, opalescent effect.

Detoxifies skin cells while promoting collagen and 

hyaluronic acid production.

Soothes and cushions the skin and helps skin creates a 

protective barrier.

.17oz/5g $48
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.21oz/6g $50

Multipurpose color for cheeks, lips and lids. Creamy, 
velvety texture melts into skin. Infused with soothing 
ingredients that work to balance moisture. 

– Nourishing formula with calming benefits
– Smooth, blendable texture
– Natural effervescent flush 

Deeply nourishing active ingredient extracted from 

raspberry cells.

Natural antioxidant provides moisture for 

a radiant finish.

Mimics elements of wearer’s skin for 

a naturally balanced, even tone.
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Beautiful highlighting cream delivers a luminous, 
radiant finish. Highlighter, contour, bronzer and blush 
all in one potent compact. Effortlessly buildable texture. 
Nourishes and treats skin while enhancing natural glow. 

– Hybrid makeup-skincare formula
– Smooth, buildable texture
– Fresh luminosity and healthy-looking flush

Naturally soothing active ingredient derived from caper 

buds helps reduce inflammation.

Natural antioxidant moisturizes for a radiant and 

luminous finish. Protects against environmental 

stressors.

Technology designed to smooth and plump wrinkles for 

a lifting effect.

.14oz/4g $75
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This luxurious 96% natural origin mascara combines 

innovative plant-powered technology with creamy 

conditioning ingredients and a densely packed nylon 

brush that volumizes, defines, and curls.

– Clean-performance power curl

– Defines, volumizes, and treats

– Fluttery, glossy, pitch black lashes

Weightlessly hydrates and conditions lashes.

Provide long-lasting volume, structure, 

and clean black pigments 

Provide anti-microbial protection 

(preservative booster). 

Gives lashes a lush thickening and 

bodifying effect. 

8.5ml $62



Luminous eye shadow trio provides soft definition and a 

sumptuous finish using only the cleanest ingredients. This 

velvety cream-powder hybrid formulation is designed for 

comfort, blendability, and rich color payoff. 

Silky natural emollients derived from coconut oil and fatty 

acids replace silicones for luxurious slip and blendability. 

Featherweight rice starch and plant extracts provide a 

velvety smooth application and molten second skin effect.

Naturally derived pigments, bound together 

by a unique oil-gel suspension system, create an elastic-

cushion sensation and luminous melting finish for 

flattering wearability.

$88
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This luxurious lip color palette contains four vibrant 

shades infused with long-lasting pigments and powerful 

regenerating benefits.

– Collagen-boosting peptides

– Matte suede texture

– Lush pigment payoff, endless color combinations

Provides high levels of antioxidants 

Vitamin A and E.

Protects with active Vitamin C and oleic acid.

Boost collagen production, lip volume, hydration and 

softness.

$85
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As a makeup artist, brushes are my most important tools.

I think of them as an extension of myself, and it’s an absolute luxury to 

work with an extraordinary brush.

When it came time to design my own, I turned to the most prestigious 

Japanese brush artisans in the world for handcrafted, exceptionally fine 

quality.

I love these brushes and can’t wait for you try them!
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